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he now :amine the CorisecuenceS of the self—duality equations (12). -
: follows from (7) that the action takes the following form for solutions
cc (12):
4 — (13)
solutions, if they exist, are distinguished from the instanton solutions of
the pure Yang—Mills gauge theory on three counts: the theory includes two
Higgs fields in addition to the gauge field; the gauge group must be larger
than SU(2)°; the use of the third Chern density rather than the Pontryagin
density in the evaluation of the topological integrals.
3. A Three—dimensional Model.
Then, using (12) we find after some straightforward computation the following
form for the action integral
S&. =
.
Th 1 o’ e- t e cto’ a’c 1 o : suit—Lid fieles,
we observe the following consequence of equations (12): From (12b,c) and
the 2ianchi identities it follows that
hick means that - = coast., and choosing the vanishing




Thus, in its sinolest form, the self—dual action for this four—dimensional
theory takes the form
C , C
— \ Dmrcr . (‘)
with intoger spectrum n moouoo
zhoywo,li slay a sir. ilar role in our theory
in the pure Yang—Mills gauge theory. The
This model is derived from the six—dimensional model described in section
by dimensional reduction to three dimensions. The resulting Niggs fields ore
identified with the corresponding components of the connection field as
A , Ac A
and hence we can identify the following components of the curvature field as
covariant derivatives of (note that c is not the manifold. index
.
3
ard tee eotea c1, ii cices isoll su -‘atior
et . L’d.ubit the. resultig sul—doality uq to’n ‘as1’g o— (8)
The action density 4) then takes the form
-
..-
2S,D d 2 .
where we have used the abbreviation S as well as the notationtorn of the action ox instructive insofar as it highlights the role
bounin:’v conditions to be required of self—daual solutions with finite
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‘-zrIensoi1;l pun gau;e—field theory is completely straihtforward to obtain
b, t.L.:ng the steps analogous to (23—(24). The resulting topological charges,
bodld he rotated to the (4)—tli Ohern Classes respectively.
4. Con”zions or j3iccussion
In this paper we qave presented two gauge (field) theories which nay
posrecs self—dLILl finite action (energy) solutions, one over a foir—dimensional
Euclidean manifold, the other over a three Cmensional Euclidean manifold. These
models were derived from a recently proposed(5H6)non-standard gauge field theory
over a six Czensional Euclidean nanifold by a dimensional reduction procedure.
The orig:aal six dimensioaal model is unusual in that a set of self—duality
e;u.:nens so]ve the Duler—Lagr..nge eqtations of motion. The action density for
the mohl contains both the conventicnal Yang—fills term and a higher order term
.nvclvng a dimensional parameterX. The effect of the higher order term is to
• II! e t.IC dimensionally redt.ced Lagrangians appear more complicated than conven—
mrels. The din•nsional parameter K is introduced to ensure that each
ter..;::he acCoz. dens.ty possesses toe correct dimensions. It also enters
re :2S—duality ec..atiens in such a way that IC must be strictly non—zero to
avoaa trival solttions.
The self—dual solations to the gauge theor.Les considered in this paper are
to be di’tin’4r:ed from the conventional self—dual solutions to Yang—Mills—Higgs
t.:eraeJ — they are net a sinpie generalization of the latter. That the gauge
u.. • ..st .3 4.arger than su(:) 1.as been emphasIzed in the text, thus in
::t tuat we restrict oa’ gauge group to an SU(2) subgroup, the solutions
I ecc’:e trivia. On the other hand, if we trke the K+ 0 limit, so that our
action Jer.siCee recuce to thosa of conventional models, the self—duality equations
tr..t.....Lzc. t..w we tee that the sotttioaa consiJered in this paper constitute a
a ‘‘ ty of t.:.ical roli.tIon — yet the three dimensional model of section 3
fl ..c. .. pos .3 .Le moai for the rn0netic monopole in non—Abelian gauge theory.
Jr :,is paper hO have not given any proofs of the existence of the types of
fl cc .SLJL•:cd, nor have we oxplicitly constructed any such solutions.
•‘ Co..e is to ;reent Yng—Mills—Kig’çs—type models, over both four
n.’:e ..:: alons, %n..ch allow st.ch interesting solutions to exist. The
cc. a Coa o. cx:l:ct soli.ti,ns of this typo is bair.g undertaken at present.
.: “ç’rch: tct, øtea we know the form of the explicit solutions, the
- . ‘i.%s of the marc. unusual features of the models, namely the dinensional
t t.A t:.g tssociatea hIther order terms in the Lagrangian, will ho
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